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Standard Gun Reload Times Nominal: 3. The E 50 is a German tier 9 medium tank. It existed only
in blueprints. Following the Panther series of tanks, the E was designed as a support tank. It is
basically a Panther II with more horsepower and armor. These upgrades give it increased
survivability in a close-quarters battle. Just like the Panther II, if you get in a dogfight ramming
is a viable tactic because of your tank's weight, so you can potentially do a lot of damage.
Consider this option a last resort however, as your tank is relatively slow to turn and unwieldy.
Able to use 3 of the 4 most accurate guns in the game, the 7. B, you can either play this tank as
a long-range sniper, or a medium range support tank. Fully upgraded your choice between the
high damage, but slow firing The E 50 leads to the E 50 Ausf. The E is a massive improvement
over the Panther II in terms of survivability, maneuverability and damage, if you play it correctly.
It is still not a heavy tank, but it can last a minute or two going up against tier 9 and sometimes
10 heavies. Always try and turn your hull so you're not 90 degrees to the enemy attacking, the
German medium hulls are great for bouncing angled shots if the enemy is just shooting at the
largest target; which is usually your hull. Using the speed of the E and its maneuverability will
win you many tank on tank battles as it has decent acceleration but is hampered by slow track
turn speed. Most players either look at you as a very low HP heavy tank, or a slow fat Medium
tank, use it to your advantage and flank them while they ignore you or think you've run away. A
common misconception with this tank is that it is significantly better armored than Panther II
and that you can brawl. Although some stats say so, this is far from truth. Avoid being shot at
all costs, no matter which gun you use. You will get penetrated about 8 out of 10 times, even by
tier 8 mediums. Sidescraping can help a bit, but this tactic is only viable with And even then,
your turret is cheese and will rarely ever bounce. With the top 8. This is very good for
perma-tracking other tanks, as your rate of fire is too high for the enemy unless they use their
repair kit or they trained their crew for repair. Just make sure you are far from the battle and that
you cannot easily be shot at. With the The The alpha of the Make sure those in your line of fire
feel that fact. Tier 9 heavies like the T will also have to become wary, as you can very easily
shred their health to bits. However, avoid confrontations with tier 10 heavies entirely if you can,
or if possible, flank and pump shells into their backs. With the top components unlocked and
installed and good playing skills, you are a force to be reckoned with on the battlefield. Just
remember: keep your distance at least until the late game, when you will hopefully have most of
your HP preserved and avoid getting shot at all costs. The E-series designs were simpler,
cheaper to produce and more efficient than their predecessors; however, their design involved
only modest improvements in armor and firepower over the designs they were intended to
replace, such as the Hetzer , Panther G or Pz. Welcome to Wargaming. Tank Discussion. View
Source View history. Jump to: navigation , search. These differences are taken into account in
tooltip boxes. Panther II. E 50 Ausf. Additional Statistics Top Configuration. Camouflage
Stationary: 9. Player Opinion. Pros and Cons Pros: Excellent accuracy, good alpha damage and
DPM Strong upper glacis and decent side armor, good at sidescraping Good top speed and
heavy weight, excellent at ramming enemy tanks Good gun depression Good viewrange Cons:
Sluggish acceleration and agility Mediocre turret armor Large, poorly armored lower glacis,
penetrations often lead to engine damage Low base penetration Large profile with poor
camouflage Performance The E is a massive improvement over the Panther II in terms of
survivability, maneuverability and damage, if you play it correctly. Note: As of Patch 1.
Previously, the stock and top turrets had a frontal face effective of about and , respectively,
which has now been increased to and effective roughly. The slopes are the same, but the
thickness of the front of the turrets were increased. While more usable than before, it's not to be
relied on in the premium shell meta. The 8. It does grant better trading potential than before,
though. Lastly, the While not a huge change, it does make it a little more reliable without
premium shells. Early Research All 8. Artist's impression of the E, submitted to Wargaming.
Historical Info. The Entwicklung series, more commonly known as the E- series, was a
late-World War II attempt by Germany to produce a standardized series of tank designs. There
were to be standard designs in six different weight classes, from which several specialized
variants were to be developed. This was necessitated by the extremely complex tank designs
that had resulted in poor production rates and mechanical unreliability. The E Standardpanzer
was intended as a standard medium tank, replacing the Pz. V Panther and Tiger I and the
conversions based on these tanks. The E hull was to be longer than the Panther; in fact it was
practically identical to the King Tiger in overall dimensions except for the glacis plate layout.
Compared to these earlier designs however, the amount of drilling and machining involved in
producing these standardpanzers was reduced drastically, which would have made them
quicker, easier and cheaper to produce, as would the proposed conical spring system replacing
their predecessors' complex and costly dual torsion bar system. As indicated by its name, the
weight of the E would fall between 50 and 75 tonnes. Only blueprints were made; no production

models were produced. Historical Gallery. Historical Accuracy Errata. The following are
consensus errors or inconsistencies which have been identified with the configuration of the
vehicle in question and conflict with information available on the public record. The causes for
these divergences in the game are normally not disclosed and may be rooted in game balance.
While the E project did exist, there are no known records of its turret, armament or armor
specifications. II Ausf. III Ausf. I Ausf. IV Ausf. IV hydrostat. E Medium Tanks. Your location:. Do
not show this dialog again. Yes Yes Pivot. Rate of Fire. Damage Per Minute. IV Pz. I Vickers
Medium Mk. IV ST vz. Standard Gun Reload Times Nominal: 9. The E 50 Ausf. M is a German tier
10 medium tank. The German Army demanded that the E-series tanks had transmissions
positioned in the rear. However, the E 50 and E 75 tanks used the Tiger II engine-transmission
compartment, which allowed engineers to work faster, but made rear placement of the
transmission impossible. M tank was a redesign of the E 50 project with the transmission
placed in the rear. A tier X medium that actually has armor other tier Xs should pay attention to,
the E 50 M is a spearhead and sniper tank that is comfortable both staying back and picking off
hitpoints at will, or getting into the face of or simply around isolated or overconfident
opponents. A consummate master of flexibility in battlefield roles, the E 50 M allows the expert
player to flow smoothly from one task to another, and thus, allows other tanks to do their
supposed jobs properly in order to attain victory. Respectable Radio Range that can be further
extended. The E 50 M is an effective German tank but a teensy bit cumbersome compared to its
peers. Aside from price, it keeps all the characteristics of APCR, this is both a good and bad
thing. APCR achieves its higher penetration potential in reality because it concentrates all the
kinetic energy on a smaller point, and because it leaves the barrel at a much higher velocity. In
game it's the same, and perfect for the E 50 M's playstyle. The combination of a fast traveling
shell and extremely accurate gun makes hitting moving tanks at extreme ranges practically a
walk in the park, and light tanks that get too close can simply be mowed down with lock
enabled. When supporting and sniping from the far rear is not an option, the E 50 M is still quite
home at close quarters engagements. The "good" all around armor will prove difficult to
overmatch except by the largest of gun calibers, and can therefore be used to bait tanks into
being shot at extreme angles. Even smart players might think they can get through, but if done
correctly their shells will simply bounce due to sheer angles or autobounce entirely, leaving
them open to a quick and accurate counterattack. Having smooth ride and snap shot, in
addition to a Vertical stabilizer and vents can make the E 50 M arguably the most accurate
medium tank even when moving, giving you a noticeable edge. However, despite the good
armor, the E 50 M is still not completely comfortable at close range. Other lower profile medium
tanks can simply hug you and due to E 50 M's iffy gun depression and large size, you will not be
able to fire back at them. You can get close, but only about arm's length at best, point blank
brawl matches are best to be avoided, tempting though they may be with such a powerful
engine. But, it is worthy to note that with a properly trained driver, the E 50 M can be made to
turn nearly as fast as the Obj. On the down side, the E 50 M's armor profile isn't perfect. The
turret and lower front plate are the prominent weak spots. The front of the turret has a high
armor value, but barely any slope, meaning most guns it comes across can penetrate it. And as
per the norm of German tanks, the lower front is exposed and relatively weak. It can be
expected that almost every time, shots will penetrate the lower front unless the enemy is a light
tank or firing high explosive ammo. In addition, although the E 50 M has very good accuracy
and penetration, the damage per minute is sadly the worst in its class. Every other tier 10
medium has better DPM which they can use to pump out damage even faster. However, at range
where said tanks might miss a lot, the 50 M still has the upper hand. One more thing to note, is
that while the E 50 M sports mediocre or bad gun depression on the front -6 degrees , it gets
much better towards the side, where it can depress its gun 8 degrees. This takes some getting
used to as you need to angle your armor to maximize your gun depression, but it's a very
valuable skill to learn as you will learn to both minimize exposure and get the most out of your
tank. In all, the E 50 Ausf. M is an above average medium tank. It's got average speed and
average armor, a high penetration gun with laser like accuracy and good aim time and accuracy
spread, and a usable amount of health. Up close or afar, you are never really out of this tank's
killing zone. Welcome to Wargaming. Tank Discussion. View Source View history. E 50 Ausf.
Jump to: navigation , search. Germany Medium Tank Tier X. These differences are taken into
account in tooltip boxes. See here , here , or here for more information. Additional Statistics Top
Configuration. M 0 0 Player Opinion. Pros and Cons Pros: - Strong, near pinpoint accuracy only
outmatched by the Grille 15 and Leopard 1 , Good accuracy even while it's moving which allows
doing snapshots. Makes it Excellent at ramming. Performance The E 50 M is an effective
German tank but a teensy bit cumbersome compared to its peers. Note: As of Patch 1. This was
done as since the slopes are near nonexistent near the mantlet, the thickness was increased

from frontally to Suggested Equipment. External Reviews and Opinions. Historical Info. The
Entwicklung series, more commonly known as the E- series, was a late-World War II attempt by
Germany to produce a standardized series of tank designs. There were to be standard designs
in six different weight classes, from which several specialized variants were to be developed.
This was necessitated by the extremely complex tank designs that had resulted in poor
production rates and mechanical unreliability. The E Standardpanzer was intended as a
standard medium tank, replacing the Panther and Tiger I and the conversions based on these
tanks. The E hull was to be longer than the Panther; in fact it was practically identical to the
King Tiger in overall dimensions except for the glacis plate layout. Compared to these earlier
designs however, the amount of drilling and machining involved in producing these
standardpanzers was reduced drastically, which would have made them quicker, easier and
cheaper to produce, as would the proposed conical spring system replacing their predecessors'
complex and costly dual torsion bar system. The Ausf. M version of the tank was a redesign of
the E project with a rear placement of the transmission. Other significant improvement from the
base E version is the thickness of the turret front armor, that has been raised to mm. As
indicated by its name, the weight of the E would fall between 50 and 75 tonnes. Only blueprints
were made; no production models were produced. Historical Gallery. Historical Accuracy Errata.
The following are consensus errors or inconsistencies which have been identified with the
configuration of the vehicle in question and conflict with information available on the public
record. The causes for these divergences in the game are normally not disclosed and may be
rooted in game balance. While there was a proposal for the E with rear transmission, there are
no known records of its concept design. No indications of its armor, armament or performance
characteristics exist. Sources and External Links. II Ausf. III Ausf. I Ausf. IV Ausf. IV hydrostat. E
Medium Tanks. Your location:. Do not show this dialog again. Yes Yes Pivot. Rate of Fire.
Damage Per Minute. IV Pz. I Vickers Medium Mk. IV ST vz. World of Tanks â€” E 50 M. Update 1.
But is it enough in ? World of Tanks is a Free 2 Play online game published by Wargaming and
is available as a free download. WG- Yeah, give it some cheek armor and call it a buff. Its still a
piece of crap? Yeah, just buff the Obj. Looks like the dollars per minute algorithm kicked in at
the end their to let the maid kill you and end the game faster. The team held up well on Ensk
until the fell. That pretty much sums up what the games are becoming. EM is better now but the
dpm is still too bad. Was reported the other way initially. Has no one noticed the side skirts on
the E50M vanishing and the collision model of the track reworked to weaken the side armour?
WG did not say anything of this sort in the patch notes! Hey QB, did you know that the E75 also
has this problem? I remember when I was side scrapping perfectly as well but people kept
penning me regardless and it always confused me until I looked closer at the models. The most
toxic streamer ever. QB, you are so nice kinda on youtube. But your streams are unwatchable. If
you lose, your team are morons, complete idiots, complete donkeys. I liked your streams for a
gameplay. But your commentaryâ€¦ Absolutely unwatchable. You think too much about
yourself. Good against tier , need to be a better player than average to be effective at tier 10, and
Quickybaby I am not! Hey so guys, I wanna start playing WoT. That last part shows the ninja
nerf WG did on the E50M by removing the mudguards as spaced armour. Compare to the
armour model from 1. E50 and E50M are not tanks that can be damage monsters i. Love them.
When you want the same Tank with high Dpm same extremly good Gunhandling and better MM
take the tier 9 E50 with the long 8. The e50M is taller than the maus? How did a tall tank like
maus shoot up into a shorter tank on the same elevation. Nice try. Think before you speak. What
about equipment 2. Can someone maybe help me out: I played WoT for years, took a one year
break and now I am back. I search for a new tank-line to play and would prefer meta tanks. Is
there a list of meta tanks or where should I look? Thanks in advance. Still need to earn LOADS
of credits to get the 6 back and the extra 4 ive researched, the credits in this game are so
annoying to earn. Your email address will not be published. Cid Dax November 1, at pm. Better
but still not a competative tank. Black Sun November 1, at pm. Muhammad Raihan November 1,
at pm. EM is Weaq Reply. F L November 1, at pm. Once I get my laptop back I think imma start
going towards this, just looks fun tbh. Edit: brilliant stream today as well. Flaming Hawk
November 1, at pm. Just another tank to dab the 2 key against Reply. Looks like the dollars per
minute algorithm kicked in at the end their to let the maid kill you and end the game faster
Reply. K November 2, at am. Davis November 1, at pm. MemphisMG86 November 1, at pm.
BlackWolf Space-Cowboy November 1, at pm. SunBear November 1, at pm. QB easily impressed
with his own gameplay here. BlackMasakari November 1, at pm. Its ridiculous that you don get a
dpm upgrade from t9 to t Kenneth Fortugaleza November 1, at pm. Simon Goode November 1, at
pm. Has been buffed yet? Quit wot around 2 years ago Reply. Arphila November 1, at pm. Sir
General Adalbert November 1, at pm. VioletStatPedder - November 2, at am. Sam Kent
November 2, at am. Alex Melman November 1, at pm. McNasty November 1, at pm. I put an HE

round between my wife cheeks this weekend Reply. Jacob Culliver November 1, at pm. Toby
Aitken November 1, at pm. Sassy Saddles November 1, at pm. Safwan Joulis November 1, at pm.
Edmund Chen November 2, at am. Plot twist â€” emil kills the e50 Reply. Varun Balawade
November 2, at am. Cataclysm9 November 2, at am. M Reply. Jeremieh Acabal November 2, at
am. Because the PC and Console version have different developers. Jason Maglaqui November
2, at am. When you lose cause enemy hit 1 in a million shotâ€¦ Reply. Anders Tronstad
November 2, at am. So i guess the maus did win the loterij Reply. Love them Reply. Laza
Lazarevic November 2, at am. I played my E50 yesterday. So many shots on the move go in,
crazy!!! Lenz Adlberger November 2, at am. Stare What Stare November 2, at am. Bubu
November 2, at am. App Treeline November 2, at am. Thanks in advance Reply. RageNugget
November 2, at am. What an ridiculous shot of that Maus Reply. Anthony Ware November 2, at
am. E 50 M is weak Reply. Still such a fun tank. One of my enjoyable 3 marks to do Reply. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Jump to content. So for a little
while now ive been grinding the German Medium lines and been really enjoying them. VK Indien
PZ is a great tank and Panther pretty good as well. I probably would have gone for the E 50 but
after its nerfs and all the negatives ive heard about it really not to sure E 50 leads to the E 50M
so I suppose that could be considered an incentive to grind the line. The tank itself E50 is still
alright but nowhere near as good as it used to be, mainly because of the butchered gun
handling. I actually prefer it to the Leopard 1, since the tier 10 is only slightly better but it faces
much harsher adversaries. Does the mobility of the Leopard help prevent shots that would
normally hit the E50M? Lots of juggling in french text, sometimes translator in trouble with that.
If you do not understand what I write, tell me. I grinded through the Indien and actually enjoyed
it for some odd reason once you are past the first gun. I heard it had a couple of buffs recently,
so that could be the difference. It is about as "medium" as a medium can get. It does not do
anything really, really well, but does not do anything really really bad. I didn't play the PTA, I
instead took that crew and started the scout line. I'm now about 75, XP from unlocking the RU I
have to disagree with all the E50 hate. True, it is no where as good as everyone said it used to
be, but Its still a damn good tank and one of my favorite Tier 9s. Even more so now that you can
have a choice between 2 guns. I prefer the mm over the 88mm but your mileage may vary. Its
armor can be dependable as long as you do what you should do in nearly every tank. Angle
your turret and hull unless you have a pike nose , dont stay still, and hide your lower plate. I
only have a few games in the E50m and dont have enough experience in it yet to give a valid
review as of yet. So far though, I prefer the E It has no armor what so ever but can pull off a
miracle bounce every now and then. Also, its made of ammo racks so take two repair kits Its a
medium tank that wants be a light tank so bad. If thats what you're looking for though, then by
all means get it. I dont feel that its anywhere near as flexible as the E50 and it can be really
hampered by what map you're on and your team. In summary, if you want a medium tank then
go for the E Or, just get both. J2theSside, on 01 May - AM, said:. E50 was hit hard with a nerf
nuke bat would be too weak term. I don't remember any tank being nerfed so hard as E Traverse
was nerfed iirc and reload went up from 9,8 sec to almost Accuracy while moving turret was
also touched in a bad way. All these nerfs were directed to E50's playstyle as a front medium
snap-shooter. One of the best snap-shot tanks in game now has to aim 3 seconds to hit
anything. It forced E50 to stay more back back with camping folks and TD's and drop in DPM
also means it became much more team dependant cause now you can't outshoot for example T
cause DPM is lower than T It's a valid point now that E75 might be filling mobile frontline role
better than E50, since it was buffed when they added same engine as E50 it's still 20 tonnes
heavier. It is slower , but fast enough, gun is reliable aim time is 2. You can only claim that E50
is good if you never played it before it was nerfed, it was totally different tank. E50 is a terrible
grind now Beermeister79, on 01 May - PM, said:. I'm confused, you said PTA is great at tier 9 but
Leo 1 faces deadlier enemies? It's tier 10 and there is nothing higher than that in game. PTA
also faces tier 10 and has less health, worse aim time and gun handling, worse camo, worse rof,
accuracy etc. PTA is Leo prototype, it's sligthly worse than mass production version and Leo 1
is better in almost any comparable aspect. Community Forum Software by IP. Search Advanced
Search section: This topic Forums. E 50 or Leopard PTA? This topic is locked. Hi all. I like high
mobility, good gun and reasonable armour. E50 was nerfed pretty bad, while Leo was even
buffed in some segments, so E50 used to be great but now it's only a shadow of its former self.
Does the armor of the E50M stop something? No, absolutely nothing. I use Google translator for
english language Lots of juggling in french text, sometimes translator in trouble with that. I hate
Indien and PTA But I love Leopard. Good luck. I'm actually looking at a similar situation. PTA or
RU Beermeister79, on 01 May - PM, said: E50 is a terrible grind now He means on average the
Leo 1 faces worse enemies. Leo 1 always faces T-X tanks. Leo 1 never faces T-VII. I wish I could
have experienced the E50 back in the day. Grind was rough but once top gunned it has been a

beast for my last 20ish games, with almost 3k direct dpg and around total. I can only imagine
how godlike it was. Sign In Email address:. Remember me. Sign in anonymously. Jump to
content. Check out my YouTube Channel for Gameplay vids! Community Forum Software by IP.
Please log in to reply. This is my first guide made at the request of messi , so some pointers on
making better guides would be helpful. Sorry for the wall of text. Some say that the E50 is the
first genuinely good tank in the German medium line. While I personally like the previous tanks,
I will admit that the E50 is the first tank in the line capable of holding its own with an average
driver. The German medium line is not a conventional medium line. All of the tanks until the
E50M turn very slowly, and therefore are quick but not mobile. The VK The E50 and its Tier X
upgrade, the E50M, are very good multirole tanks, capable of filling any hole on your team.
However, they do not excel in any particular role except for offensive sniping. The E50 is very
well armored overall for a medium tank, with mm of armor at 60 degrees on the upper frontal
glacis UFG , making for mm of effective armor EA. Moreover, the transmission is right behind it,
causing frequent fires E50M: The transmission is now rear-mounted, resulting in very infrequent
LFG fires. The sides are thick enough 80mm to effectively sidescrape, but will not stand up to
direct fire from any tank that it will meet. This is at best inadequate for Tier 9, but it can be done
well with, it just takes a lot of effort. B that you will get later. The turret is 29k XP, and allows you
to mount the mm. This gun brings out the E50's multirole capabilities, as it now packs good
alpha vs its compatriots, along with the best penetration and accuracy of the Tier IX mediums.
As I have said before, the German mediums are quick in a straight line but slow to turn. This,
along with the mid-range turret traverse, means you can be circled by very quick tanks,
although it is rare. The E50's speed is also rubbish until you get the top engine. This makes the
E50 an extremely good ramming tank. Almost anything can be done with the E If you're used to
heavies, that's fine! You can play it right up with the heavies if you are careful about taking fire.
If you're used to mediums, you're good to go! You just need to remember that you can't circle.
Instead of circling, ram! If you want to play to a niche that your tank will excel in depends on
driver skill , offensively snipe. Sit on the second line, behind your heavies, and wait for
opportunities. With your very good accuracy. If your heavies die, stop the enemy's advance
dead by moving to the front line and burning through their weakened heavies. You can then
move to finish off enemy mediums, because this tank is an amazing anti-medium. Gun Rammer:
The mm's rate of fire is not the best, and this will help you against enemy mediums. Vents: This
boosts every single thing that the crew does, including reload, driving, and accuracy. Thx for
this as I am currently grinding the German medium line. You can also look at mine. I must say,
this is a very good guide. Not just a wall of text, broken up, very factual. Excellent review,
Commander. Well laid out and comprehensive to boot. I like to use my E 50 as a sort of utility
heavy if you will. I will stay with the pack, and pop out for a few shots. Then keep my self aware
of what's going on in the battle so I can make myself present where needed. This tactic has
served me well. Great guide, thanks! Just got my E50 and this will help a lot in learning to
maximize its potential. Actually sold my T cuz I loved Es plays type better. Good job on the
review! Not how many but where. Thanks for the guide i am really liking the versatility role of
this. Thanks for the guide, I just got my E and this helped me quite a bit. Russians no stronk
tenks! Germany and US stronker! Hyde encantador. Very good guide full of useful info, thanks!
Sign In Username or email:. Remember me. Sign in anonymously. Jump to content. Hi folks,
been a while since I posted here. My last tank review was written a few patches ago for the KV-2
it can still be found here. I've recently acquired an E50 and fell in love with it, so I was
compelled to write a little guide for it to hopefully help out my fellow tankers. A word of warning
if you're thinking about getting this tank but haven't started the line yet : brace yourselves, the
Panthers are pretty bad. But the E50 is nothing short of a top performer, so it's well worth it. It
took me roughly six months to grind through both Panthers by doing daily doubles almost
exclusively, because I couldn't stomach the thought of power-grinding those tanks. I know there
are some better players out there that have managed to do well with the Panthers I tip my hat off
to you, gents. I think these tanks can be good, but they are an acquired taste at best, boasting a
play style that is radically different from the typical medium tank. The Panther suffers from puny
alpha, and the L gun made me very sad. After failing with it for a while I decided to play it with
the short 88 and APCR spam, and just play it like a more conventional peek-a-boo medium. That
long gun is acceptable and actually makes the Panther II decent. It at least has alpha damage on
par with it's peers. It also has a bit better armor than it's predecessor, and while it's nothing like
the E50, it will produce some mercy bounces every now and then. As for the E50's stock grind,
well I can't comment much because I free XP'd everything but the engine. So without further
ado, let's proceed to the actual E50 guide. Stronk Protection. Overall the tank carries some very
bouncy armor, but also has a few glaring weaknesses. This means that with a bit of an angle it
can bounce pen HEAT with impunity. Care must be taken against enemies on higher ground, as

their elevation can quickly negate the sloping of that mm plate and make it much easier to pen.
This is still not enough to stop many tier VII guns if they decide to sling gold, so take care to
hide that LFP at every opportunity. The turret sides, which are visible from the front but very
angled, are autobounce. The mantlet is also an autobounce for all but the strongest guns in the
game. So the weak area, while arguably swiss cheese against most guns, also exists in close
proximity to those very bouncy areas. This means that it is possible to bait opponents into
aiming at the weak turret face and throw their shot into the autobounce area by randomly
rocking the tank. With 80mm thickness, the sides are strong enough to sidescrape without fear
of an overmatch. Against tier 10 guns it is still possible but things get a bit dicey, and one
degree of over-angle will give a free pen to the enemy so much greater care must be taken.
While the armor layout is the same, the sides are 40mm thinner so the range of angles at which
an autobounce can be created against the penetration check of high caliber tier 10 rounds is
much tighter than for an E75 in a similar position. However, the same principles apply, and so
an E50 can basically use all of the positions that an E75 can, in much the same way. The main
problem is that your turret will be penned reliably by any pre-aimed tier 9 or 10 gun, so care
must be taken to first bait a bounce into the sides before exposing the turret to take your own
shot. Comfortable Blappage. The mm is an amazing gun to work with. After the pew-pew levels
of alpha damage from the previous tiers, this is possibly the most welcome change. Everything
about it is good. The reload is kind of slow but dpm is fine for a tier IX medium, essentially
on-par with the T The accuracy is so good that it can sometimes be tempting to snipe all game
The E50 has the armor and hit points to be a strong frontliner. The reload speed comes in at 7.
Because the E50 is a bit of a pseudo-heavy with amazing gun handling, this characteristic is
particularly useful. Not only can the E50 exchange against most heavies, it also has the gun
handling to snapshot favorably against them and avoid the return fire altogether. Gun
depression is limited to -6 degrees over the front plate, but increases to -8 over the sides. These
depression values are identical to those found on the E75 and I personally find them to be
rather comfortable. This sometimes exposes a bit of side armor, but it is better than exposing
the entire front profile of the tank to peek a shot over a hill. Piggly Agility. This is particularly
true when grinding for the top engine, where it will basically feel like a slightly faster heavy. The
turret traverse is surprisingly slow for a medium tank, and becomes a limitation at knife range
when fighting the more agile RU mediums which can potentially out-traverse the E50
momentarily. Hill climbing is also on the low end of the performance spectrum for a medium
tank, but overall this sluggish mobility is an acceptable tradeoff for the armor and gun that the
tank carries. Coming in at 63 tons, the E50 is heavier than even some of the heavies it will face
in battle. This opens a lot of of opportunities for ramming. And most light tanks can be one-shot
by a full speed ram. Good rams are nice but opportunities to land them without putting your
tank at great risk are few and far between. Equipment, Crew skills, Consumables. I would
recommend something like this on a 3-skill crew :. In fact you'll note I'm not using any right
now, as my stockpile has run out and I don't think it's really worth the full 20k price. I think that
the gun handling skills are really important on a medium tank. You may choose doing repair or
camo first at your discretion. My preference is to do repairs first because my aggressive style
gets me tracked a lot, but a more cautious sniper type of player might prefer getting camo first.
Being mostly a brawler though, the E50 probably benefits more from repairs. Vents can be
swapped out for Optics for a greater ability to win vision games, but in the current brawly meta I
think vision is secondary to squeezing the best reload out of that gun. Suggested Use. The way
I play this tank is to constantly harass the enemy from advantageous peek-a-boo or sidescrape
positions. The exceptional gun handling makes it fairly easy to almost always get the first shot
off, and the armor makes it possible to bounce a lot of return fire. Getting up close against equal
or higher tier heavies is not recommended though, because they will pen you relatively easily as
the closer range negates the gun handling advantage the E50 can abuse at mid ranges.
However getting into knife fight range is sometimes necessary, and as long as there are
friendlies to take some of the hits, an E50 adds valuable brawn to a push. If little or no heavies
are available, the E50 can fill the gap and pretend to be one fairly effectively. The -8 degrees of
depression often allow it to outright avoid return fire when fighting from hilly cover. However,
caution must be exercised when going hull down as the turret is a major vulnerability. The tank
really favors a style of attritioning the enemy one shot at a time while minimizing damage input,
making it shine as a mid range skirmisher and brawler. Overall the E50 is an extremely
consistent and flexible tank. The tank is not at a significant disadvantage in tier X battles either.
As always, make sure to pour some hot HE shells into Waffle turrets whenever you get the
chance. A few replays. E50 is love, E50 is life. Thanks much!!! I'll finish reading later today. Also
I didn't realise the Panthers were unpopular tanks, they are up there in my three most favorite
tanks ever! VK I'm really considering this as my next tier 9 med. I plan on grinding out the tiger

2 at about the same time as this guy, currently on the panther 2. I would recommend something
like this on a 4-skill crew :. I think that the gun handling skills are basically mandatory on a
medium tank. RetroMan55, on Feb 11 - , said:. Thanks for the info, currently grinding E50, about
60k exp from 50m, sometimes I really love this tank especially on the move, but when I have to
stop and start again, I cringe on the acceleration, should I drop consumable for gasoline?
MechLovin, on Feb 11 - , said:. If you can afford premium consumables, food is clearly the
superior option. It improves everything a little, versus gasoline only improving your engine
power. Try not to stop in open areas, and always dash from cover to cover. The straight line
speed is on par with other mediums if you don't bleed it unnecessarily. Shameless necro bump,
but could anyone who has grinded the E50 offer some advice as too the upgrade path? I
thought the Panther II was fair to poor First, its armor is crap. Second, it gets ammo racked ALL
the time. Getting racked twice in one game is not unusual, even when being shot from the front.
There is a huge problem with this tank and that little bit I boldened, italicized, and underlined
AND made obvious is it. The T8 guns have Poor pen against tier X tanks, and even other Tier 9s
although the spamming ability of the second best T8 gun of the E50 does help a ways against
tanks like the T Just yesterday I got to the top engine I also used to only land 1 damaging shot a
game, now though I am dealing more damage on losses than wins half the time Wargaming
should seriously consider doing for the last T8 gun on the E50 what they did for the TE3's gun
compared to its predecessors, up the pen. Don't get me wrong, I know this tank is good when it
is fully upgraded, and the E 50M as well. BadCaseOfDerpes, on Aug 25 - , said:. JoreyK, on Aug
25 - , said:. Hate to say it but yes, this is fact. Some tanks are far harder for a player to ease into
their 'Best' playstyle. Though you are even more dangerous if you can play it in a way no one
expects and do very well that way. I mentioned that I got my first ever ace tanker in the Panther
II on ensk, this is because I went full on "Short range hit and run" mode, I flanked enemy tanks
and landed death blows on them to finish them off. I also obtained a personal best on the reaper
award this way. In fact, it is my favorite tank. First, the armor is amazing. You have to realize
that this is basically a tiger II that is slightly smaller and has way more armor due to the better
angling on the front. Not a lot of tanks can pen it. Also, it has a really good gun. The alpha is
great too. Although climbing hills is-well-ahem, the speed when it fully accelerates is really
good. Finally, have you ever tried ramming a RU ? Overall it is an insane tank while in good
hands. Have the tank, love it, will play it more!! Community Forum Software by IP. Search
Advanced Search section: This topic Forums. Please log in to reply. The Grind A word of
warning if you're thinking about getting this tank but haven't started the line yet : brace
yourselves, the Panthers are pretty bad. I'll finish reading later today Also I didn't realise the
Panthers were unpopular tanks, they are up there in my three most favorite tanks ever!
Ecksdeee 3 Posted Feb 11 - Major. The panthers are far from bad. They're just not nub friendly.
LordSerb 6 Posted Feb 11 - Major. RetroMan55 8 Posted Feb 11 - Captain. Nice guide. I'm 9,
away from unlocking the E50, so this is timely for me. One thing, you list 4 crew members and
there are 5 crew members in the E Are you going to let us know what your secret skill set is for
the Loader? RetroMan55, on Feb 11 - , said: Nice guide. MechLovin 10 Posted Feb 11 - First
lieutenant. MechLovin, on Feb 11 - , said: Thanks for the info, currently grinding E50, about 60k
exp from 50m, sometimes I really love this tank especially on the move, but when I have to stop
and start again, I cringe on the acceleration, should I drop consumable for gasoline? Kristoffon
12 Posted Feb 19 - Corporal. This tank is total crap. Honestly, I can't believe it has a good
reputation. The gun is pretty good, if you can live long enough to use it. NovaTempest 15
Posted Aug 25 - Staff sergeant. JoreyK 16 Posted Aug 25 - Captain. NovaTempest 17 Posted
Aug 26 - Staff sergeant. Spanktankk 20 Posted Aug 17 - Major. I was not aware of the -8
depression at a side angle. Sign In Username or email:. Remember me. Sign in anonymously.
Jaguarz Feb 04 FracturedTibia Nov 01 The German Army demanded that the E-series tanks had
transmissions positioned in the rear. However, the E 50 and E 75 tanks used the Tiger II
engine-transmission compartment, which allowed engineers to work faster, but made rear
placement of the transmission impossible. The E 50 Ausf. M tank was a redesign of the E 50
project with the transmission placed in the rear. This vehicle has the ability to earn bonds in
certain game modes. Time for the successive autoreloading of each shell into the magazine.
The improved system allows the time to be decreased for autoreloading the next shell upon
firing the loaded shell when the corresponding indicator is displayed. Characteristics are
specified for Siege mode. The technical characteristics are displayed for the charged turbine
mode. Characteristics are specified for Rapid mode. Reload time of the first and second guns
on double-barreled vehicles. Video Screenshots Art Renders Soundtrack. Create account.
Failed to log in. X E 50 Ausf. Add the vehicle with its basic configuration to comparison Remove
vehicle from comparison Add the vehicle with its current configuration to comparison Remove
vehicle from comparison. M Add to comparison Vehicle added to comparison Add vehicle

configuration to comparison Vehicle configuration added to comparison Add the vehicle with its
basic configuration to comparison Remove vehicle from comparison Add the vehicle with its
current configuration to comparison Remove vehicle from comparison. Nation Germany
Germany. Tier Tier X. Type Medium Tank Medium Tank. Cost Credits 6,, Experience , Featured in
Sofilein's Favorite Fighters. Crew Commander. Radio Operator. Modules Reset Configuration.
Characteristics Firepower HP Damage. Tech Tree. E 50 3,, , Medium Tank IX. E 50 Ausf. M 6,, ,
Medium Tank X. Join the community More than ,, players. Join us on Facebook. Follow us on
Twitter , subscribers. Watch us on YouTube , subscribers. Select a region. North and South
America: English. Asia: English. Clear Add yourself. Add at least one more player. Vehicle
Comparison 0 arrow. Add another or several vehicles for comparison. The tier 9 medium E and
the tier 10 medium E Ausf. M are largely the same tank aside from some buffs the Ausf. M model
receives since it is a tier higher. Armor wise both are virtually identical aside from the shorter
and more elongated hull of the Ausf. F turret which is the top turret for the E and the only turret
for the E Ausf. For a medium tank the E series has above average armor for the frontal portion
of the tank. The index at the bottom of each picture describes a few abbreviations used and also
the format in which the armor details are described in. Effective Armor EA refers to the overall
effectiveness of the armor without normalization. The armor values are presented in three
different scenarios for the angled view of the tank. Due to it only being mm if the angle is
negated due to terrain or another situation the armor becomes much easier to penetrate. Good
for any scouts looking to make an E driver waste a med-kit. Due to over match and it only being
20mm thick shells will still penetrate here but will find it difficult to then go through the hull
armor. This part of the spaced armor is still 20mm thick and is not angled at all making it much
easier to penetrate than the spaced armor located above it. The Frontal Turret and Side Turret
armor if angled can be difficult to penetrate. If they are presented without any additional angles
they become easy to penetrate using their base armor values found on t
westinghouse digital timer manual
1999 jeep grand cherokee blower motor
where is the fuse in a window air conditioner
he other views on this guide. The commanders hatch A1 and the driver view ports A2 are still
viable options from this view. The small A3 location can be used to do engine damage but is
very small and hard to hit so only use it if you are confident you will land the shot. Aside from
those two area the rest of the side armor is easy going. The only area to keep in mind are the
side turret plates which are visible but are at a very steep angle making bouncing highly likely.
From Frontal View that area marked as track easily can penetrated by mm type gun and caused
dmg. Yup, you just need to hit the frontal track wheel if its angled. Youll hit the side hull behind
it. Facebook Twitter Google Plus. Home Weak Spot Guides. Spaced Armor 2 This part of the
spaced armor is still 20mm thick and is not angled at all making it much easier to penetrate than
the spaced armor located above it. Share this: Twitter Facebook. M" hallak65 February 3, at am.
WoT Guru February 3, at pm. World of Tanks Guru.

